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Abstract—HVDC technologies are widely acknowledged as one of solutions for the interconnection of renewable energy resources with the main electric power grid. The application of the latest modular multi-level converter (MMC) makes power conversion much more efficient. Due to the relatively low impedance in a DC system, DC fault currents may rise to an extremely high level in a short period of time, which can be very dangerous for HVDC converters. To improve the sustainability and security of electricity transmission, protection solutions for HVDC systems are being developed. Nevertheless, they have various drawbacks on fault signal detection and timely clearance. This paper proposes a protection method that provides a fast and reliable solution addressing those drawbacks. A protection algorithm based on travelling wave simulation and analysis is proposed to detect abrupt transient signals. The algorithm shows high efficiency, reliability, selectivity and has low sampling frequency requirements. The proposed protection method has been validated through a cyber-physical simulation platform, developed using a real-time digital simulator (RTDS) and IEC 61850 communication links. The obtained results show that the proposed method has good potential for practical applications.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic transients (EMT), high voltage direct current (HVDC), modular multi-level converter (MMC), protection, real time digital simulator (RTDS), signal processing, voltage source converter (VSC), IEC 61850.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIGH voltage direct current (HVDC) technology is a proven solution for the connection of the increasing number of renewable power resources, e.g. offshore and onshore wind farms, which help to improve the sustainability of the energy supply. To enhance the robustness and flexibility of HVDC networks, it is proposed to use multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) systems to integrate available HVDC links. The MTDC system is based on voltage source converters (VSC). Examples of this type of HVDC systems include the North Sea Transnational Grid [1] in Europe and Zhoushan DC grid in China [2].

HVDC converters are susceptible to faults due to the low impedance of the DC network. Large fault currents can easily damage the anti-parallelled diodes in the converter bridge, which may result in a collapse of the entire electrical network. For this reason, VSC HVDC protection is an area of intense research activity.

To reduce the vulnerability of VSC HVDC systems to DC faults, a full-H bridge MMC converter and some of its variants [3], in combination with DC circuit breakers (DCCB), can be used to isolate DC faults in an MTDC system. However, because of the relatively high cost and power losses, their application is not currently widespread.

Proposed protection methods of HVDC networks are given in [4-11]. The proposed methods can be divided into two categories: unit protection and non-unit protection. Unit protection requires communication between each relay unit for a defined protection zone. For the methods based on differential current [4] and wavelet transform [5], the signals at two terminals must be compared. The main disadvantage of this category is that the fault detection algorithm heavily depends on the communication channel between remote ends in the system. As the communication link in HVDC line is hard to be built due to its long distance and the time delay could not be neglected, it is difficult to use this type of protection as main protection. By contrast, non-unit protection does not require remote communication, since it does not have fixed protection zones, and the fault detection is fully achieved by collecting and processing local information. Typical examples of this protection concept can be found in [6]-[8]. In [6], the protection concept makes use of the Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT). Since each level’s output of SWT contains the same number of samples as the input, this method has high redundancy. The non-unit protection reported in [7] is verified on a point-to-point HVDC network, so its applicability to MTDC systems is not yet proven. Protection based on voltage derivative in [8] needs a high sampling frequency of 100 kHz. Whilst high sampling frequencies are not an issue today due to the advanced development of fast signal processing technology, it is still preferable to develop protection methods with lower sampling frequency requirements.

Non-unit protection also contains distance protection, as described in [9]. The main technique is to approximate the frequency-dependent features of a cable or an overhead line (OHL) in the time domain with finite impulse response (FIR) filters. However, curve fitting can cause considerable errors. The boundary protection method as reported in [10] is much more suitable for line commutated converters (LCC), as it makes use of the firing angles as an input. A fast protection and fault
location method based on the rate of change of voltage (ROCOV) are proposed in [11]. However, it does not analyze the influence of the converter’s arm reactor. In addition, the ROCOV will be affected by the sampling frequency and the noise of the signal. There is also research work in which the fault detection is based on a combination of measured current and voltage derivatives [12]. Although it can provide higher reliability, it requires high sampling frequency to record the traveling wave.

To achieve reliable protection with low sampling requirements, this paper proposes a fast and robust protection method without making use of remote communication. The developed method utilizes incident surges caused by faults. Firstly, the transient phenomena at the inductive terminals of neighboring cables are simulated and analyzed. Secondly, based on the transient phenomena, two criteria are proposed to characterize the faults in the protection zones. Then, according to the sensitivity analysis, the thresholds of these criteria are determined, which can guarantee selectivity of the proposed method. Finally, the simulation verifies that a low sampling frequency is sufficient for fast fault detection, and the proposed method can be implemented for primary protection.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II discusses the current and the voltage behavior caused by an incident surge, and the analysis is based on simulation. In Section III, the key algorithm of the protection is demonstrated. Section IV deals with the test system represented in the RTDS environment, whilst in Section V, the performance of the protection method is shown and discussed. The paper summarizes the conclusions in Section VI.

II. DC CURRENT AND VOLTAGE RESPONSES AFTER DC FAULT

A. MMC-based MTDC system

In this section, the DC current and voltage of an MTDC network after a fault occurrence are simulated and discussed. To ensure accurate simulation results, an MTDC network is modeled in detail. The MTDC network comprises four half-bridge (HB) MMC converters. An inductor-capacitor-inductor (LCL) circuit is implemented on the AC-side of each converter bridge to limit the fault current. The LCL MMC converter is designed and operated as described in [13]. The configuration of the MTDC system is shown in Fig. 1, and the control modes of each converter are listed in Table I. Although the adopted MMC efficient model [14] has its own limitation, it is appropriate to verify the protection method.

To obtain accurate transient responses, a frequency dependent model for the 200km DC cables is used. The configuration of the DC cable is based on CIGRE B4-57 work [15]. The DC cable’s parameters are adopted from IEC 60028, IEC 60889, and IEC 60287-1-1, which can also be found in [15].

B. Currents and voltages of neighboring DC lines

In Fig. 1, a current limiting inductor is installed at each terminal of the DC lines. When a fault occurs on the middle point of Line13 (which could be either a cable or an OHL), the waveforms of the neighboring currents $I_{dc13}$ and $I_{dc12}$ are shown in Fig. 2. It is obvious that the current measured in the faulty line would increase, whilst that measured in the healthy line would decrease. Therefore, the different current changing directions reveal an important criterion that can be used for fault detection. However, as the travelling waves can propagate toward other locations and relays, the use of current changing directions is insufficient for reliable fault detection, even when the travelling wave is attenuated by a cable or an OHL.

Besides the current, the DC voltage can be similarly analyzed during the fault current period. In Fig. 3, the waveforms of voltages $V_{dc13}$ and $V_{dc12}$ at the ends of Line13 and Line12 are simulated and demonstrated. It can be easily proved that due to the inductive potentials of current limiters $L_{DC1}$ and $L_{DC2}$, the voltage drop at the end of Line12 is delayed, and the delay time depends on the size of inductors. Therefore, the inductors at remote ends of the line can help divide the grid into different zones, as the voltages measured at the two sides of the inductor after the fault have different values. Consequently, the inductors on DC lines are also necessary for defining the protection criteria. In this study, a value of 20mH for the terminal inductor is used [16] [17]. By considering the aforementioned current characteristics, we can accurately identify a fault based on the current and voltage properties.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

In Section II, the variations of the DC current and voltage after a fault occurrence are analyzed to show that a fault can be detected based on two criteria: the increase of current and the fast drop of voltage. Accordingly, a methodology for fault detection is explained, and the results of using MAD to process fault current and voltage are also shown.
### A. Basic concept of MAD and its performance

The median absolute deviation (MAD) method is a robust statistical method, which can locate outliers in a dataset or in a signal series [18] [19], i.e. the most abrupt value during a transient process. Assume that a signal series $W$ is given containing the latest $m$ samples of $X$ within an observation interval:

$$W = \{ X(t-m\Delta t), \ldots, X(t-\Delta t), X(t) \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, $\Delta t$ is one sampling interval. Then, the MAD of $W$ is defined by (2) as the median of the absolute deviations of each dataset sample from the median of the complete $W$ dataset:

$$\text{MAD}(W) = \text{median}\left\{ W - \text{median}(W) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Since it is unlikely that $W$ has symmetrically distributed sample values (due to possible noise), it is prudent to perform MAD$_{\text{double}}$ [20] to properly identify the high and low outliers of the dataset. The description of MAD$_{\text{double}}$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{MAD}_{\text{double}}(W) = \begin{cases} \text{MAD}_{\text{low}} = \text{MAD}(W), W \leq \text{median}(W) \\ \text{MAD}_{\text{high}} = \text{MAD}(W), W > \text{median}(W) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In (3), the MAD$_{\text{low}}$ value corresponds to the median absolute deviation from the median of all samples less than or equal to the median of the complete $W$ dataset. Furthermore, MAD$_{\text{high}}$ value corresponds to the median absolute deviation from the median of all samples greater than the median of the complete $W$ dataset. Then, the MAD$\text{denominated}$ samples of $W$ can be obtained by:

$$W_{\text{MAD}} = \{ W - \text{median}(W) \} \text{MAD}_{\text{double}}(W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

According to (4), it is understandable that $W_{\text{MAD}}$ is dependent on the whole set of $W$. Therefore, after implementing a moving window function to $W$, $W_{\text{MAD}}$ is automatically updated at each sampling interval, so only the most recent $m$ samples are considered. Both the required number of samples and the sampling frequency can be defined accordingly. Furthermore, since the algorithm sorts all samples and computes the median of the dataset, the noise immunization of $W_{\text{MAD}}$ is high.

---

**Fig. 2.** Neighboring currents due to a fault on Line13. Upper plot: pole-to-pole fault. Bottom plot: pole-to-ground fault.

**Fig. 3.** Responses of voltage at the end of line to fault on Line13. Upper plot: pole-to-pole fault. Bottom plot: pole-to-ground fault.

If we inspect equations (1) to (4) of MAD, the result of $W_{\text{MAD}}$ can increase immediately to an extremely distinguishable value [19]. The reason is that even when an outlier is recorded in the dataset, the value of (2) is still close to zero since the whole system is still in steady-state. Therefore, based on (4), $W_{\text{MAD}}$ is theoretically infinite, which is in practice not possible due to the noise in the system; however, it still holds extremely large value. Although in [18], there is an absolute value operator in the numerator of $W_{\text{MAD}}$, it is removed here in (4). This allows the use of polarities ($\pm$) of MAD to identify rapidly increasing and decreasing values of the signals. Consequently, MAD becomes more effective on HVDC systems, as it detects the abrupt current change due to a DC fault.

**Fig. 4** shows the results of the current signals from Fig. 2 processed by MAD. From the right axes, it can be seen that the MAD can generate distinguishably high values, which occur almost immediately after the surge arrives at 11ms. Also, the currents of neighboring healthy and faulty lines have opposite polarities of MAD. This feature serves as a fast and selective indicator to detect a DC fault: the positive output of MAD indicates the related abrupt change on the faulty line.

### B. Modification of MAD

As noted in Section II, the incident surge propagates along the whole network. Hence, the fault current could be detected by MAD at other remote healthy buses. During a simulation or a practical test, there is uncertainty about the exact value of the MAD output. Consequently, it is hard to use MAD solely to establish a reliable fault detection criterion. Therefore, a second criterion can be added, which should be more quantifiable than MAD.

To achieve this, expression (2) is modified as:

$$\text{MAD}_{\text{low}}(W) = \text{median}(W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The other equations remain unchanged. The modified algorithm is referred as MAD-M. Like MAD, the results of using MAD-M to process voltages Vdc13 and Vdc12 from Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 5. We can notice that the results of MAD-M for Vdc13 drops to $-1$ almost immediately, which is much faster than that for Vdc12. In addition, since the lowest possible value of MAD-M is $-1$, MAD-M is more quantifiable than MAD;
Fig. 4. Results of using MAD to process fault current. Upper plot: \( I_{dc13} \), Bottom plot: \( I_{dc12} \).

Fig. 5. Results of using \( MAD_M \) to process fault voltage. Upper plot: \( V_{dc12} \), Bottom plot: \( V_{dc13} \).

Thus, it would be easier when selecting thresholds for \( MAD_M \). Consequently, the use of \( MAD_M \) to process the DC voltage is decided as another criterion.

IV. SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY ANALYSIS

A. Fault detection criteria and thresholds

When using the MAD for protection purpose, it is necessary to consider its security and dependability within certain margins. In this section, the thresholds are discussed and determined with consideration of these two factors.

The thresholds must be determined in such a way that a relay can reliably detect the faults occurring within its protection zone, and discriminating those that are out of the zone. Thus, it is necessary to analyze the sensitivity of MAD and \( MAD_M \). In this work, they are tested for the same MTDC system shown in Fig. 1, for faults which occur at the boundary (Fault A) and outside of the protection zone (Fault B). For instance, for the relay at Bus A1, Fault A is a pole-to-ground at the end of Line 13, whilst Fault B is a pole-to-pole fault at Bus C1. The simulation results at the instant when the surge arrives are shown in Tables II and III respectively. The fault resistance in both cases is set to 0Ω, as in the reality, the cable faults are usually bolted faults.

In Tables II and III, the ‘+’ and ‘-’ respectively denote the quantities measured on the positive and negative poles of the HVDC system. In addition, the currents and voltages on the faulty and healthy poles, as well as on the lines are recorded. By comparing the simulation results of the faulty poles (marked in red in Table II) with those of the healthy poles, the main criteria of the proposed protection algorithm are defined by (6) and (7):

\[
MAD.I = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } W_{MAD}(t) \geq 4.00 \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases} \\
MAD.V = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } W_{MAD_M}(t) \leq -0.2 \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]

Equations (6) and (7) correspond to the current and the voltage measured at the same end of a DC pole, respectively. A faulty pole is detected when they are both equal to 1. To activate all the required operations, thresholds of 400 and -0.2 were used. In addition, the value \( W_{MAD}(t) \) for the present sampling period should be several times higher than the value \( W_{MAD}(t-\Delta t) \) for the previous sampling period. This number is a safety coefficient to identify that the \( W_{MAD}(t) \) should be sufficiently large when an outlier is recorded (it cannot be infinite due to noise). Based on the data flow of \( W_{MAD} \) in simulations, the safety coefficient can be determined heuristically [21]. By contrast, because of the modification in (5), \( W^{MAD}_{M}(t) \) computed by (4) cannot be lower than -1, as shown in Fig. 5. Consequently, the safety coefficient is unnecessary in (7).
Due to the settings of Faults A and B when determining the thresholds, the security margin when discriminating internal and external faults is not high in Table II and Table III. Here, the thresholds are determined by making use of a cable system with parameters taken from [15]. When the protection method is implemented for an OHL system, or for a system with mixed overhead and underground cables, the thresholds would be changed by different characteristic impedances. Based on the analysis method in [22-24], the absolute values of the thresholds would be inversely proportional to the characteristic impedance. Also, the possible high-impedance fault in an OHL system affects the selection of thresholds.

According to the algorithm, a fault will be detected when (6) and (7) become positive at the same time. In practice, although the sampled data are discrete, the sampling of DC current and voltage can be synchronized in time. However, as a feature of EMT simulation, the branch current is always computed one time-step later than the nodal voltage, and the computation of (6) and (7) in RTDS is also time consuming. Therefore, it is unlikely that the criteria defined by (6) and (7) can be strictly fulfilled at the same instant during the simulation. Consequently, it is decided that when the criteria are satisfied, the MAD.V and MAD.I generate a square wave with one second duration and ten milliseconds duration, respectively. This guarantees that even when these two indices subsequently become 1 in a small timeframe (which can be several simulation time-steps), a trip signal will be sent to local DCCBs.

This timeframe or coordination is introduced by the RTDS limits and the consequent simulation settings, which are a tradeoff between the reliability requirement of the proposed protection method and the accuracy of the real-time simulation. Since this timeframe is unavoidable, the generation of the indices in the form of square waves is necessary to avoid protection failure. The illustration of the protection method is demonstrated in Fig. 6. As the relay unit is installed at each pole, when both units at two poles pick up, the fault is identified as a pole-to-pole fault; otherwise, it is a pole-to-ground fault. In practice, an extra starting element [7] should be considered to remove the impact of possible bad samples.

**TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED METHOD (I)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>MAD.I</th>
<th>MAD.V</th>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BusA3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusA4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusA1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusA2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusB1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusB2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V. PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED METHOD (II)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA1_13</th>
<th>RA2_12</th>
<th>RA2_24</th>
<th>RC1_13</th>
<th>RC1_34</th>
<th>RC2_14</th>
<th>RC2_24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Performance of the proposed method**

In this section, the protection method is tested by six independent fault cases:

- F1: Pole-to-pole (PtP) fault on Line13, 200km from Bus A1.
- F2: Positive pole-to-ground (PtG) fault on Bus C1.
- F3: PtP fault on Line12, 50km from Bus A2.
- F4: PtP fault on Line24, 100km from Bus A2.
- F5: Negative PtG fault on Line34, 60km from Bus C1.
- F6: Negative PtG fault on Bus C1.

In all the cases, the fault was applied at 10ms and the fault resistance is 0.1Ω. The simulation results are listed in Tables IV and V. The signals are sampled with a frequency of 10 kHz, and the latest 50 samples are stored for processing. It is also assumed that at each end of a DC line, there are two relay units installed on the positive and negative poles, and all the units makes use of the protection in Fig. 6. The instants when indices...
MAD.I and MAD.V become 1 in F1 and F2 are listed in Table IV, whilst the commands given by the relays for test cases F3 to F6 are summarized in Table V. It should be noted that the icons in the first row of Table V correspond to the relays that are supposed to protect certain DC lines, which for instance means that RA1_13 is the relay at Bus A1 protecting Line13. As in Tables II and III, the ‘+’ and ‘-’ in these two tables imply positive and negative poles, respectively.

It is observable that in both Tables IV and V, only the relay units installed on the faulty line or pole will provide a command indicating a fault. However, for the healthy lines or poles, even though the fault can be detected through either the current or the voltage, there are no trip commands given. By taking the indices for BusC1 in case F2 of Table IV as an example, we can see that although the MAD.I of Idc34 becomes 1, the corresponding MAD.V of Vdc34 remains 0; hence, no command is generated for Line34’s negative pole. Furthermore, all the faults on DC lines can be promptly detected in cases F3 to F5, which implies that the proposed method is highly sensitive and reliable.

V. REAL TIME DIGITAL SIMULATOR PLATFORM

To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed algorithm, the cyber-physical simulation platform is utilized, as a co-simulation between the electric power system model and IEC 61850 based ICT infrastructure in real-time.

A. Real time simulation platform

The real time cyber-physical simulation platform is illustrated in Fig.7. The MTDC system in Fig. 1 and protection logic in Fig. 6 are firstly coded in C language as user-defined models, and then simulated in real-time using RTDS [25]. Furthermore, using the hardware (i.e. GTFPGA and GTNETx2 in Fig.7), the sample value (SV) messaging is conducted and can be interpolated. Although these two units can support both IEC 61850-9-2LE and IEC 61869-9 standards, the proposed protection method only requires a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. Therefore, IEC 61850-9-2LE is considered, as it provides a sampling frequency of 12.8 kHz, which is sufficient for the proposed method. The SVs from the critical measuring points in the MTDC system will be sent (published) to the local Ethernet network by GTFPGA. Whilst the GTNETx2 is configured to subscribe to the SV data stream that feeds the measurements to the protection functions (6) and (7) established in RTDS. The corresponding data flows can be observed and analyzed by using the Wireshark network analyzer installed on the PC that is connected to the local Ethernet switch.

B. Validation of the proposed protective algorithm

To validate the proposed algorithm, the fault case F1 described in Section IV.B is applied at 20ms on the platform shown in Fig. 7. The DCCB models have been implemented at each end of the DC transmission line. Four critical relays and DCCBs are selected as observed objects (RA1_13, RC1_13, RA2_12 and RC2_34), which will detect positive fault currents. When the communication delay is not considered, the simulation results with the main time-step of 75µs (VSCs and DC breakers [26] are modeled in a small time-step 3.124µs) are plotted from Fig. 8 to Fig. 10. The voltage and current waveforms seen by the four critical relays and breakers are depicted in Fig. 8. In this figure, the subscripts A1C1, C1A1, A2A1, and C2C1 represent the measurement points close to buses A1, C1, A2, and C2 on related lines respectively.

In the meantime, the MAD-based indices are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the sensitivity of the current index (MAD.I) is higher than the voltage index (MAD.V) in Fig. 9 (a), as all four relays detect the current derivations, whilst only the two relays installed on the faulty line detect the voltage derivations. The combined indices MAD.VI_{A1C1} and MAD.VI_{C1A1} generate commands to indicate the fault, which are shown in Fig. 9 (b). Based on the proposed criteria and selected thresholds, the protection system in this case shows good performance in detecting and locating the fault F1 on Line13, which occurs between Bus A1 and Bus C1.
When the corresponding trip signals are generated, the performance of the DCCBs can be observed from the current waveforms shown in Fig. 10. Icb, Ivi, Isa, and Is3a are the current flowing through the whole mechanical DCCB, the current of the vacuum interrupter branch, the current of surge arrester branch, and the current of counter current injection branch, respectively [26]. Due to the different distances between the relays and the fault, the fault is detected and interrupted at different instants. Since the operation delay time of all DCCB interrupters is set to 8ms [26], for the DCCB2, the interruption time is around 28.88ms, whilst for DCCB1 it is around 30.22ms.

Furthermore, to give a simple observation of the sensitivity and the selectivity of the proposed protection algorithm and related criteria in RTDS, besides case F1, one more case has been simulated by the testing platform, i.e. case C1: PtP fault applied on Bus C1 at 20ms, Rf=0Ω. The currents and the voltages on Line13 during the faulty periods are shown in Fig. 11, and the MAD-based indices together with the associated grid tripping signal Kgrid (initiated by MAD) in both cases are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 shows that the relays with the proposed protection algorithms give good performances in the RTDS. The fault in F1 was detected successfully, and the fault in case C1, which is located at Bus C1, was discriminated. In case C1, the current Icb1 seen by DCCB1 increases faster in the beginning, and Icb2 is negative. The voltages measured at the remote ends of Line13 drop slower in the beginning. Thus, the related indices are kept at the zero level, and the DCCBs are not tripped in case C1.

Since the communication links are based on IEC61850, its time delay affects the performance of the protection and breaker. To investigate the effects of the time delay, DCCB1 at Bus A1 is observed for fault case F1, and its performance with different communication settings is shown in Fig. 13. For easy comparison, the waveforms without subscripts indicate that the communication link is not applied. Furthermore, when the SV communication links are implemented, the related waveforms are shown with dashed lines marked by legends with subscript 0. In Fig. 13 and Table VI, it is obvious that when the communication link is applied, the fault detection takes longer
It should be noted that although the time delay is introduced by the communication link, the DCCBs can sustain the current during this time delay since the fault current has been limited by the LCL converter [13]. Therefore, a DCCB is not necessary to be over dimensioned as the fault current would not increase significantly during the time delay. Since the protection should normally operate within 2 ms from the fault occurrence [26], the present technology of digital information communication may not be mature enough to support all the DC protection solutions, which needs to be further upgraded. More research should be done in the near future.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel protection algorithm based on the analysis of fault-caused incident surges in HVDC systems. The MAD-based method can extract the characteristics of currents and voltages at the ends of both neighboring faulty and healthy lines, immediately after the fault occurrence. Thus, with limited local samples, the proposed combined criteria can ensure the selectivity of the protection algorithm, which in this work is comprehensively demonstrated. For the proposed methodology, DC reactors are needed for DC line fault detection and for designing zonal protection scheme, even though DC reactors on the DC line is mainly used for limiting the rate of rise of the DC fault current.

The proposed algorithm is successfully coded using Fortran and C. Therefore, it can be flexibly installed on a hardware platform by sampling the required current and voltage as input parameters. By defining a window of length N samples per signal, for each time-step, MAD.V and MAD.I are computed according to (6) and (7). At the same time, the window is updated by a new sample whilst the oldest sample is omitted from the window. This allows fast computation and low memory burden. This is however, beyond the scope of this work and will be a challenge for future research work.

The proposed protection method was validated using a cyber-physical simulation platform developed on the RTDS platform. At the same time, an SV-based protocol was adopted to provide the required sampling frequency and communication interfaces. The real-time simulation cases demonstrate that the proposed method is highly robust and considers the latency introduced by hardware interfacing, data communication and processing when implementing SV protocols. Even though the implemented SV messaging link may not be suitable for DC protection applications, the proposed method can be realized effectively with future technologies, due to its relaxed requirements. Since the protection method needs local signal processing at a DC bus station, more improvements and implementation of information communication technologies are necessary. Then, the proposed protection method will be a valuable addition to the concept of the digital substation.
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